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Abstract
Food protein conversion into functional biomaterials, including their application for loading and delivering physiologically active pharmaceuticals 
and nutraceuticals, has received increased attention over the past ten years. Since proteins are biocompatible, amphipathic, and readily available, 
they outperform other platforms for the creation of nanodelivery systems. Additionally, the encapsulation and release properties of proteins can 
be altered by modifying specific functional groups and unique molecular structures. Preparing protein nanoformulations has required a variety of 
physical and chemical approaches, each based on distinct protein chemistry. From the perspective of their preparation, functionality, stability, and 
physiological behavior, the chemistry of the reorganization and/or modification of proteins into functional nanostructures for delivery is the primary 
focus of this review.
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Introduction
Quantum Mechanics' Postulates: 192 pages of Basic Applications). 

Quantum tunneling, the Schrödinger equation, Laguerre polynomials, 
vibrational motion, free electronic states in solids, quantum transition, and 
scattering theory are the primary topics covered in this chapter. Working 
formulas and equations are explained step-by-step and in detail, making them 
easy to understand. However, a textbook on vibrational spectroscopy would 
be more practical for conducting a more in-depth investigation of vibrational 
states. In addition, there is nothing novel about nanochemistry in the section on 
scattering theory. It only includes the Rutherford scattering equation derivation 
and Yukawa potential application from the textbook [1].

It is a continuation of a number of other quantum chemistry textbooks 
that have been published previously. Its contents may be unbalanced for 
a reader interested in quantum theory relevant to nanochemistry. Some 
sections, like those on path integrals, are too specialized; while others are 
too straightforward, such as those dealing with chemical hardness and 
electronegativities, which are of little use to contemporary nanochemistry. The 
concepts of Hartree-Fock and density functional theory are explained in great 
detail, but the more advanced computational techniques are only mentioned 
in a few sentences [2].

Methods
Atoms-In-Molecules (AIM) is a computational technique that was once 

promising but is now somewhat out of date. The revival of it through the 
combination of electronegativity and hardness is argued for in this chapter. 
According to the abstract, this method can generate a large number of density 

functionals that can be used to quantify the "many-electronic" structures and 
their transformation conceptually rather than computationally. The book places 
a strong emphasis on the conceptual aspect throughout. However, not enough 
evidence exists to support the new form of AIM's utility. The vast amount 
of tabular data on electronegativity and hardness that can be obtained in a 
variety of ways is restricted to atoms and small molecules that are subject to 
rigorous quantum chemical treatments. In addition, chemists are more likely 
to understand their electronic structure and reactivity. Sadly, this chapter only 
covers anthocyanidins, a class of larger molecules for which there is no clear 
evidence of the usefulness of an AIM approach [3]. Dilute guest-host systems 
are lanthanide-doped UCNPs in which trivalent lanthanide ions are distributed 
as guests in a dielectric host lattice with a dimension of less than 100 nm. 
Lanthanide's dopants are centers with optical activity that, when excited, emit 
light. UCNPs are capable of wavelength (color) selective upconversion, such 
as from the near-infrared (NIR) to the shorter near-infrared (NIR), visible (blue, 
green, and red), or ultraviolet (UV). Wave functions located within a single 
lanthanide ion accompany the 4f-4f orbital electronic transitions that typically 
lead to the UC PL. Sharp emissions resembling lines are produced when the 
outer complete 5s and 5p shells protect 4f electrons from photobleaching and 
photochemical degradation [4]. 

Since the pioneering study by Garvie et al., it has been known that Y2O3-
stabilized tetragonal ZrO2 polycrystal (Y-TZP) is an excellent structural material 
with high strength and toughness. in 1975. However, due to its inherent 
tetragonal-to-monoclinic (TM) phase transformation in humid or aqueous 
environments, Y-TZP is not considered a biomedical or environmental material 
because of its premature failure, known as low-temperature degradation 
(LTD). By manipulating Y-TZP's chemical composition distribution and grain 
boundary nanostructure, we for the first time demonstrate that this fatal 
flaw can be fixed. This novel Y-TZP can be made by pressureless sintering 
at 1200°C; the nanocrystalline Y-TZP doped with Al3+ and Ge4+ ions does 
not show LTD for more than 4 years in hot water at 140°C, whereas 70% of 
the tetragonal phase in conventional TZP transforms to the monoclinic phase 
within 15 hours. Significantly below the temperature at which conventional 
Y-TZP sinters. Numerous environmental-proofing applications, particularly in 
biomedical engineering, will benefit from the developed TZP ceramics.

Discussion
As the primary component of optoelectronic devices, quantum dots possess 

inherent advantages. Quantum dots with varying emission wavelengths are 
frequently used in the modulation of the spectrum and color of white light–
emitting diodes (WLEDs). A scalable acid reagent engineering approach is 
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used to create a series of carbon quantum dots (CQDs) in this work. The 
quantum size effect is explained by the expanding electron-withdrawing groups 
on the surface of CQDs that are the result of acid reagents. These groups 
both increase the particle sizes and the photoluminescence wavelength red 
shift. Full-color fluorescence of blue, red, and even white light is produced by 
these CQDs, and it is exceptionally bright and stable. By combining a variety 
of CQDs in the right proportions, full-color emissive polymer films and all kinds 
of WLEDs with high color rendering index can be made. The development of 
carbon-based luminescent materials for the production of forward-looking films 
and devices will be facilitated by the universal electron-donating/withdrawing 
group engineering method for the synthesis of tunable emissive CQDs [5].

Conclusion 
Broadband and angular-insensitive ARC coatings that are an order of 

magnitude thinner than the operational wavelengths can now be produced 
thanks to the development of plasmonic and metasurfaces. A brief overview of 
the development of ARCs is provided in this review, with a focus on the most 
recent antireflective surfaces based on plasmonics and metasurfaces.
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